Enantioselective Molecular Transport in Multilayer Graphene Nanopores
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ABSTRACT: Multilayer superstructures based on stacked layered nanomaterials offer the possibility to design three-dimensional (3D) nanopores with highly specific properties analogous to protein channels. In a layer-by-layer design and stacking, analogous to molecular printing, superstructures with lock-and-key molecular nesting and transport characteristics could be prepared. To examine this possibility, we use molecular dynamics simulations to study electric field-driven transport of ions through stacked porous graphene flakes. First, highly selective, tunable, and correlated passage rates of monovalent atomic ions through these superstructures are observed in dependence on the ion type, nanopore type, and relative position and dynamics of neighboring porous flakes. Next, enantioselective molecular transport of ionized L- and D-leucine is observed in graphene stacks with helical nanopores. The outlined approach provides a general scheme for synthesis of functional 3D superstructures.
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Soon after the discovery of carbon nanotubes, it was hypothesized that these unique hollow nanostructures could support molecular transport in analogy to protein channels. Eventually, a new area of nanofluidics was developed where many effects have been theoretically predicted and experimentally observed, such as various molecular drag phenomena. Once graphene sheets were isolated, they were also considered for nanofluidic applications. For example, liquids can fold graphene sheets into various nanostructures, including closed cells. Many opportunities in nanofluidics and related areas have emerged with the discovery of graphene nanopores. In analogy to protein channels, the selectivity of these quasi-2D pores is affected by chemical groups attached to the nanopore edges, having close contacts with the passing molecular species. Because of their large polarizability by the passing molecules, graphene nanopores provide a potential platform for molecular sensing, including DNA sequencing.

To bring the analogy with protein channels one step further, 3D nanopores could be designed from differently functionalized and stacked quasi-2D graphene nanopores. These nanopores could provide highly specific lock-and-key recognition by passing molecules with sequentially arranged nanopores edge groups, which might be exploited in highly selective molecular storage, removal, filtration and desalination. To pursue this idea, we use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to model molecular transport in such multilayer graphene nanopores.

Figure 1 shows model multilayer channels based on stacked hexagonal graphene flakes, with nanopores positioned close to their centers. In these flakes, H-terminated (anionic) and F-terminated (caticonic) nanopores are used with (static) polarizations calculated while ions are present in their centers. The H-modified and F-terminated pores have minimum pore diameters of 6.37 and 8.51 Å, respectively, to provide fast enough permeation of ions when prepared in stacked configurations (see Figure S1). Once the hexagonal graphene flakes are assembled and released, individual flakes largely overlap with neighboring flakes, due to strong van der Waals (vdW) coupling. Therefore, nanopores formed within individual flakes become more or less aligned, depending on their separation from the flakes centers and mutual translations and rotations of neighboring flakes. Given their hexagonal symmetry, the neighboring flakes (separated by ≈3.35 Å) can be on average mutually rotated by 0° and ±60°. If the nanopores are asymmetrically positioned with respect to the flakes centers and the neighboring flakes are mutually rotated by the same angle (60°), the rotation angle gradually increases with the...
flake number \( i (\times 60°) \), then the channels become chiral. In the simulations, all the flakes are either fixed (membranes), or they are free, except the leftmost graphene flake. At room temperature, the freely stacked flakes slightly vibrate and rotate around their equilibrium positions, which modulates the channels profiles.

The MD simulations were performed with NAMD, \(^{44}\) using the CHARMM27 force fields \(^{45}\) and the TIP3P water model. \(^{46}\) Tables S1–3 show the atomic charges and Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters used. The vDW coupling between different atomic groups was calculated with a cutoff distance of 12 Å, while the switching distance for nonbonded interactions was set to 8 Å. A particle mesh Ewald summation with periodic boundary conditions applied is used to describe the long-range Coulombic coupling. \(^{47}\) The simulations were conducted in an NVT ensemble at \( T = 298 \) K with a time step of 1 fs where the temperature was controlled by the Langevin dynamics with a damping constant of \( \gamma_{\text{Lange}} = 1 \) ps\(^{-1}\).

In the first set of simulations, ionic solutions (NaF, NaCl, and NaBr in H-modified channel; LiCl, NaCl, and KCl in F–N-modified channel) with a concentration of 0.5 mol/L (in a box of \( 60 \times 60 \times 80 \) Å\(^3\)) were driven through the above multilayer channels by an electric field of \( E = 0.5 \) V/nm. Figure 2 shows the average ion flows through different 6-flake channels. The data were obtained from 105 ns simulations where the first 5 ns were used to stabilize the flow and the last 100 ns were used for analysis. The obtained results reveal that multilayer channels exhibit ion selectivity analogous to that seen in single-layer channels:\(^{5}\) (1) anions and cations can selectively pass through the H-modified and F–N-modified channels, respectively, and (2) larger ions have larger passing rates. However, multilayer channels also show new features: (3) fixed and freely moving channels have different transport regimes, where higher ion flows are in freely moving channels, and (4) channels with small rotation angles (larger pore overlaps) have larger ion flows.

The above (1,2) points could be explained in the same way like in the single-layer graphene nanopores, \(^{21}\) where the ion selectivity is caused by coupling of the passing ions to the partially charged edge atoms of the nanopore rim. Larger ions can more easily shed their hydration shells and pass through the nanopores with higher rates. A comparison of ion flux between single-layer and multilayer channels indicates the multilayer channels possess higher ion selectivity, due to their elongated selection region (see Figure S2).

To understand the (3) point, notice that ions cannot easily adjust their hydration shells when passing through fixed multilayer channels. Therefore, it takes them longer to overcome larger barriers associated with this water rearrangement (see Figure S3). In contrast, hydrated ions can opportunistically sneak through freely moving multilayer channels, which results in their higher flows. This rearrangement of hydration waters is particularly difficult in rotated channels (60°), where individual nanopores are more mismatched (free flakes might fluctuate more), which explains the (4) point (see Movie S1 and S2). In twisted channels, as a consequence of a poor mismatch between adjacent flakes, the effective ion passage aperture is decreased and its transport path is increased, resulting in a smaller ion flow.

In Figure 3AB, two distinct modes of ion transport through multilayer channels are observed (Movies S3 and S4). In channels with fixed flakes, ions tend to be trapped and later released by other passing ions. This ion passing dynamics can be called a “Coulomb knock-on” mode. \(^{48–53}\) In channels with freely moving flakes, individual ions mostly pass on their own (Figure 3B). In this “self-driven” mode, the vibrating flakes could dynamically trap and release the ions, which can pass relatively quickly through the entire channel (see Figure 3C and Figure S4). Ion trapping is partly caused by the fact that highly polarizable and spatially localized graphene flakes could act as local potential wells for the passing ions. \(^{5,48,54}\) This is amplified by the fact that in the current simulations, the flake polarization is considered to be static and calculated for an ion present in its pore, which means that all the flakes have always the same fixed partial charges favoring ion trapping.

In Figure 4, the potential of mean force (PMF) (free energy) for ions was calculated to probe physical forces governing ion transport through the channels. The PMF of a single ion along the channel axis (z-axis) was evaluated by an umbrella sampling
The obtained energy barriers could be used to assess the blocking capability of channels for ion passage. Figure 4A clearly indicates that $F^-$ must overcome high energy barriers, thus resulting in a low ion flux (Figure 2A). The PMF profiles also suggest that $Cl^-$ could pass through the channel slightly easier than $Br^-$, thereby giving a slightly higher flux (Figure 2A). Similarly, the PMF profiles of cations (Figure 4B) match the fluxes observed in Figure 2B. Furthermore, using $Br^-$ as an example, we compared the PMF profiles of $Br^-$ passing through fixed (free) $0^\circ$ and $60^\circ$ channels. The higher barriers present in the fixed systems (Figure 4C,D), especially at $60^\circ$, match the lower fluxes observed in those cases (Figure 2A,B). We also studied the dependence of ion flow on the channel length (number of flake used) and electric fields (see Figures S5 and S6).

Electric field-driven flow of ions through these channels could also lead to electroosmosis.$^{56-60}$ In Figure 5, we present the average number of water molecules dragged by a single ion, given by the ratio $R = \frac{N_{\text{water}}}{N_{\text{ion}}}$. The $F^-$ data are omitted due to low values. For all the other ions, the electroosmotic drag is larger in free channels, since fixed channels can strip more water from the driven ions. Smaller anions with more hydrated waters drag less water through the H-channels, while smaller cations with more hydrated waters drag more water through the F–N-channels. This difference might be caused by a better stripping of anions in the ultranarrow H-channels than cations in the relatively wide F–N-channels.$^{13,61}$ The effect of channel length on the electroosmosis is also examined (see Figure S7).

In recent years, enantioselective separation of chiral molecules became a viable possibility in synthetic nanopores.$^{62-64}$ Therefore, in the second set of simulations, we investigated the transport of ionized L- and D-leucine molecules through H-modified free helical multilayer graphene channels (left helicity, $N = 6$) in an electric field of $E = 0.8$ V/nm (see Figure S8 in SI). Specially, we used local polarized graphene pores with simplified charge distributions because of the large leucine molecules (see details in SI). Figure 6 shows the number of leucine molecules passed through the channels in the last 150 ns of 200 ns long simulations. The passing rates are again higher for freely moving flake and more overlapping channels. However, the enantioselectivity is observed only in the freely moving $60^\circ$ (helical) channel ($0^\circ$ channel is not helical), where the l-leucine has twice larger transport rates than the d-leucine. The transport of L- and D-leucine molecules are mostly realized by the self-driven and Coulomb knock-on modes, respectively (see Movies S5 and S6). Note that in fixed
(0° and 60°) channels, the leucine molecules have very low passage rates (Figure 6), which indicates that a good enantioselectivity is only possible when the chiral molecules are tightly fitting the helical nanochannels.

In summary, using MD simulations, we have studied ion transport in nanochannels formed by stacked porous graphene flakes. The simulations have revealed higher ion passing rates for larger ions, more overlapping pores, freely moving flakes, and shorter nanochannels. Coulomb knock-on and self-driven ion transport modes were revealed to be active in these channels. Electroosmosis associated with the ion passage was also observed. Stacked porous graphene channels with helical profiles show enantioselective molecular transport. In the future, highly selective channels, nesting sites, nanoreactors, mixers, and other nanofluidic devices could be prepared based on carefully designed multilayer stacked nanochannels.
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